Virtual Cable gives away its remote access technology
to any Ukrainian organization
Madrid March 11, 2022.- The invasion of Ukraine has shocked the world. It was unthinkable that
this would happen in the XXI century. Thousands of organizations, countries, and companies
have turned to support the people affected by this conflict.
Virtual Cable, the UDS Enterprise VDI software developer, wants to show its full support for
Ukraine. To this end, they have decided to offer their remote access solution to any organization
whose facilities are located in that country for up to two years after the end of the conflict.
With this action, Virtual Cable responds to this humanitarian crisis, helping Ukrainian companies
continue their activity, enabling a secure remote working system for all employees who require
it.
Virtual Cable also offers its desktop and application virtualization solution to any educational
entity that needs it, thus helping students continue training from any location. With UDS
Enterprise, they can carry on their classes using any device.
In addition to contributing to business and educational activity development, Virtual Cable
considers it essential to collaborate in the country's reconstruction once the war is over. That is
why this aid to the Ukrainian population will continue for two years after the resolution of the
conflict.
Virtual Cable's philosophy has always gone hand in hand with the Ten Principles of the United
Nations Global Compact and the UN Sustainable Development Goals. "We intend to help as
much as possible to achieve objectives that guarantee the protection of fundamental human
rights, access to inclusive, equitable, and quality education, and promote sustainable economic
growth, employment, and decent work for all," explains Félix Casado, CEO of Virtual Cable.
All Ukrainian organizations that require the help of Virtual Cable to implement a remote working
or eLearning system can contact the company at helpucrania@virtualcable.net
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Virtual Cable develops, supports and markets UDS Enterprise through a subscription model based on the
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